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_ALICE (ArtificiaL Intelligence ClassifiEr)
expands the patient population benefitting from PARPi therapy
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AI PREDICTIVE MULTI-STAGE MODEL 
distinguishes PARPi-sensitive and -resistant tumors
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High-grade serous carcinoma (HGSC) accounts for 70% of epithelial ovarian cancers. HGSC is a 
leading cause of gynecological cancer-related death in women worldwide.

15% of HGSC are caused by mutations in BRCA1/2 genes and these mutations are used as a 
genetic biomarker for PARP inhibitors (PARPi)-based targeted therapy. However, in recent clinical 
trails (e.g. PRIMA), PARPi have shown significant effect in a large population of ovarian cancer 
patients without BRCA mutations2. To understand why these patients respond to PARPi-based 
therapy, we have analyzed hundreds of ovarian cancer genomes using machine-learning approaches 
to search for genomic biomarkers correlating with PARPi-sensitivity and -resistance. We have 
identified >20 predictors of response to PARPi, beyond canonical BRCA and homologous 
recombination (HR)-deficiency ‘scars’. 

Consequently, by using the state-of-the-art AI algorithms, we have developed _ALICE that, 
based on whole-genome analysis, informs whether PARPi should be used or not. Taken 
together, _ALICE not only expands the group of patients eligible for PARPi treatment but also 
limits the number of patients not responding to PARPi.
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_ALICE AS A COMPANION DIAGNOSTICS :
✔ Patented

✔ Validated in retrospective analysis
✔ Evaluated

✔ Ready for FDA approval

AI classifier (_ALICE)  exploits novel genomic biomarkers 
(beyond canonical BRCA mut and HRD), 

indicating PARPi-resistance and -sensitivity.


